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FlameReader is a multi‐function Text to Speech software with natural, human‐sounding voice. This
powerful software reads aloud any text from Word, Emails, web Pages, Power Points, PDF and more;
converts any text into audio files to play on portable devices like CD player and Ipod. FlameReader
also provides special version for users fighting against reading and writing due to dyslexia, visual
problems or other conditions. Students, commercial people, language learners, writers and more—
from children to seniors, from study to work, find FlameReader is an important and necessary tool in
daily life.
DYSLEXIA:
Tool for practicing and improvement
Do you hear of the three steps for teaching reading for dyslexia?
How can dyslexia practice by themselves?
You want to find a training tool for your dyslexic child?
Ronald D. Davis proposed three techniques to help dyslexic students master the mechanics of
reading, and increase reading speed and comprehension: Spell‐Reading, Sweep‐Sweep‐Spell, and
Picture‐at‐Punctuation. It helped lots of dyslexic people in past years. You can learn more about it
clicking here.
These need practice, not only in the special courses, but also at home. All the parents are willing to
help with their children, but they can’t leave their work in certain conditions. In this case,
FlameReader’s Special‐Need version can help you. Children can practice by themselves with
FlameReader.
Dyslexia can use “mouse echo” function to practice in “Spell‐Reading” step. Mouse echo can read
what you are pointing to by letter, by word or by sentence.
Dyslexia can use “typing echo” function to practice in “Sweep‐Sweep‐Spell” step. Typing echo can
read what you are typing by letter, by word or by sentence.
FlameReader pauses according to the punctuation marks, dyslexia can “picture” in mind of what they
just read as FlameReader pause.
Obtain information by ears
You want to be informed for the latest news?
You want to obtain a great mount of information everyday?
Dyslexics are always confused by the text, they can’t catch the words in order. So they can’t get
information by reading as easy as others, FlameReader let them receive by ears. FlameReader’s
powerful floating reader can speak all the text on your screen aloud. There is no trouble in reading
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for dyslexics any more. Combine with RSS reader, you will be informed what is happening in the
world.

Imitate, record and compare to correct pronunciation
You want to have a personal speech specialist for imitation?
You want to know whether you pronounce correctly or not?
FlameReader is your good choice! You can imitate its pronunciation anytime as you like, no need to
appoint as the really ones. FlameReader is an accompanied speech specialist with standard
pronunciation. After imitation, you can record with “Record” function, then listen and compare with
FlameReader. In this way, again and again, dyslexics can correct their pronunciation gradually.
FlameReader is your personal speech specialist!
VISION:
Computer becomes more accessible
You blurry vision makes it hard to read the words on the screen?
You are always confused whether you’re pointing to the button you want?
You want to break away from wrong operations for poor vision?
FlameReader provide Special‐Needs version for special users annoyed by visual problems. With
FlameReader, you can listen to any text on the screen just select the text, and then click “Read” button.
Many impaired vision people may have experienced misery for incorrect operations, losing an
important file or other significant information. FlameReader’s mouse echo function helps you avoid
mistakes cause for blurry vision. It can read aloud the words, even on the buttons, which are being
pointed to, by letter, by word, or by sentence. Then you can listen out whether you are pointing to the
right buttons—operate correctly.

Easy to read, easy to click
Texts in reader window can be zoomed in until you see them clearly.
You’ll find it more easily to click the buttons then other programs.
You won’t face the problem that the texts are too small to be seen in FlameReader’s reader window,
“Zoom In” function is specially designed for you! What’s more, Special‐Needs Version supplies “Big
Button” function, the buttons are big enough for you to see, and more easily to be clicked.
No trouble in typing anymore
You find it hard to type as you can’t see the words clearly?
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FlameReader enables you to listen to what you are typing. “Typing echo” function can echo back the
texts by letter, by word, by sentence or their combinations. For example, if you choose echo by letter
and word, you enter “speak”, it reads “s, p, e, a, k, speak”. You can type correctly with FlameReader
reading for you.
Proofread school assignment
You have to proofread your paper?
Your eyes are too tired to focus on the text?
Proofreading is an important work, it needs carefulness, but it also taxes eyes, even for a cautious
person, some mistakes are difficulty to be “seen”. With FlameReader, you can proofread your articles,
papers by your ears—proofread by listening. Wrong words can be found out easily for their
mispronunciations.

Study for exams by listening to your notes
You are preparing for your coming exams?
You have to remember a lot of information in a short time?
Make a learning progress by listening with FlameReader. Compared with text, voice will be more
impressive. Of course, it’ll be more impressive if you memorize in both ways. So, prepare the text you
want to learn, open with FlameReader, and listen to it while reading for several times, you will be
excited to find it much easier. You also can save the notes into audio files to learn on your MP3 player.
Visit the website: www.flamereader.com
Standard version is 49.95
Premium and special‐needs versions are available
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